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•Two years ago in our school, in this period,
we were considering the possibility of
sending the request for the Comenius
Assistant;
•For many years I have been following the
Multilateral Comenius Programmes and the
E-Twinning portal and therefore I knew that
also our school had the possibility to have a
Comenius Assistant.



 The necessity to find a support for the 
English teachers at the primary school.

 The awereness that the presence of a 
Comenius Assistant would contribute to the 
improvement of the quality of English 
lessons.



 In June we "met" each other via e-mail.  Ana 
sent me the message first (in Croatia they 
were faster to communicate the results to 
the Comenius candidates!!) and very soon I 
gave Ana my availability to help her out 
with the organisation of accommodation 
and other details regarding her arrival.

 From the very beginning, even via e-
mails, we developed the basis of our 
relationship based on the mutual 
respect and excellent 
collaboration.



Organisation of Ana's arrival:
 finding the accommodation
 documents 
(Ana needed the visa 
for her stay)
Meeting Ana from the professional point of view:
 reading Ana's CV
 information regarding her professional

competences
 presentation of the school 
and the hypothesis regarding 
her activities in Rome



 Formal procedures
The Teachers' Assembly organises the schedule for Ana in 16 
classes of the school in order to give the possibility to a large 
number of students to benefit from the competences and the 
support of the Assistant.

 Predisposition of the draft of the schedule
The schedule organised in four days with free Fridays (16 
lessons a week)

 School Teachers
All of them were curious, some of them even a bit 
perplexed... Even for them it was the first time that we have a 
Comenius Assistant in our school!



 I could see in her eyes that she was completely lost and 
I tried to do my best to give her support. I wish I could 
have done even more..

 So many times, even if she didn't tell me explicitly, I 
could see that she felt homesick.

 She wanted to finish her Assistantship in December and 
return to Croatia.

 At school she was always excellent and professional.

 Practical issues
Accommodation: a room in the apartment sharing with 
another girls in the vicinity of school
Documents: permit of stay



“After numerous mails exchanged with 
my tutor, Ms Cristina Costarelli, I 
finally arrived in Rome on the 12th 
October 2012.”

“ My tutor was waiting for me in front of 
my "future flat" and there we had our 
first Italian cup of coffee.”



 Presenting herself: to the headteacher, to administration offices, to 
the school teachers, to the pupils, to the parents 

 Teachers: starting the collaboration for the activities in English; 
problems encountered only with one single teacher that were later 
resolved

 Pupils:  all of them were really enthusiastic about everything
 Parents: they were informed about the Assistanthip during the 

parents assemblies.
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The first week: getting to know the school and its staff. Organisation 
of the schedule in accordance with the school teachers : the teachers 
need to be present when the Assistant is teaching and the Assistant 
shouldn't be left alone with students  during the lessons (Link orario)
Organisational support: a possibility to have free meals in the school 
canteen four days a week; a free access to the school lab (with the 
Internet connection)
Within 15 days of her arrival: sending the agreement to the National 
Agencies



On Monday, 15th October it was my 
first day as the Comenius Assistant at 
"Deledda School". The first two weeks 
were "blending in" weeks. I was 
presented to thousands of unfamiliar 
faces (colleagues, pupilos, parents 
etc.) and most of the time mixed up 
and confused. 



The planning of the activities :
 Organisation of the activities in collaboration with the 

teachers during the teachers' assemblies for the planning and 
organisation of the school activities

 Retrieval of the materials for the Assistant's organisation of 
the lessons

 The teacher puts forward the goals and the context and the 
Assistant and the teacher create the lesson together:

 Flash cards made by 
Comenius Assistant
 Teaching grammar
 Conversation for the 
small groups
 Giving lessons



“Slowly but surely I was becoming more and 
more independent. I was actively participating 
in the organization of English lessons and 
attending the Teachers' Reunions which were 
held every Tuseday; during the lessons I was 
helping out the pupils with their homeworks 
and schoolwork exercises and finally I 
assumed the role that is the goal of all the 
Comenius Assistants, i.e. I was giving them 
lessons actively.”





 Historical and geographical topics dealing 
with the Anglo -Saxon culture were discussed 
and presented in English language

 Involvement of the pupils with the special 
educational needs in all the activities



London is the 
capital city 
of England and
the United 
Kingdom.



Presentation of Croatia:
 Typical festivities 
 Traditional games
 Geography dealing with Croatia
 Providing pupils with words 
in three languages 
(Italian, Englisgh, Croatian)





“Another important role which every 
Comenius Assistant assumes is 
sharing the idea of multiculturality 
and presentation of his/her country in 
the best way. I liked the most the fact 
that every week I was given the 
possibility to enrich English, History or 
Geography lessons with a trace of 
Croatian culture and tradition. “



 Collaboration in realisation of short plays and 
performances

 Teaching English in the school lab 
 Participating at school trips: Caserma dei 

Carabinieri.



 A final farewell to the school pupils and teachers
 Focus group with the teachers for the experience 

gained 
 An article dealing with the Assistant' s Activities 

in the local newspaper and on the website 
articolo VIAVAI.pdf; 
http://www.icvialaparelli.it/images/comenius.pdf

 Distributing the information regarding the 
experience of the Assistantship to other 
territorial schools 



 The relationship between the Tutor and the 
Assistant: attention, respect, personal space, 
the constant presence of the tutor but 
without "soffocating" the Assistant

 The Assistants complete adaptation to Rome:
Italian-Croatian Association , private English 
lessons, friendships... A descision to prolong 
her stay for a month and even more....!!!



“A very important task for the Comenius Assistants 
and their tutors is to develop a healthy relationship. 
My tutor and I used to see each other every day at 
school and once a week we had a cup of coffe 
together  in "our favourite bar".  During the weekends 
we used to give each other personal space.  I was 
travelling and exploring Italy with my new friends, 
and Cristina had a chance to spend some time with 
her family and friends.
There are numerous advantages for a Comenius 
Assistant who's  in Italy! If you like Italian language, 
this is a perfect way to master it because you are 
forced to use it actively nevertheless the subject that 
you teach. Some other advantages are definitively 
architecture, traveling and finally FOOD!”



 THE EXPECTATIONS HAVE BEEN 
COMPLETELY FULFILLED!!!

A RELATIONSHIP 
TUTOR/ASSISTANT HAS 
DEVELOPED INTO A FRIENDSHIP

 THE ASSISTANT CURRENTLY LIVES 
AND WORKS IN ROME



“Today...
...I live in Rome, but I'm not a 
neighbour of Cristina any more. 
I work in St George Institute as an 
English teacher and I live with Andrea 
and these are another two best things 
that Comenius Assistentship in Rome 
has given to me.


